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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM X- 73363'
r
SKYLAB ATM/ S-056 X-RAY EVENT ANALYZER z
sE OBSERVATIONS VERSUS SOLAR FLARE Fa




The flare phenomenon has long fascinated solar physicists.	 This fascina-
tion has continued from the early visual observations made by Carrington and
Hodgson in 1859 and 'Young in 1872 [1,2] to contemporary observations using
<<, ground-based telescopes, balloons, sounding rockets, and spacecraft instru-- i
mentation.
r.
r, Prior to the 1960 I s, observations of the Sun were conducted chiefly from
F, the ground in visible, infrared, and radio wavelengths. 	 Balloon research and 1
the use of rockets provided additional "brief" glimpses of the Sun and extended
solar observations into the realm of short wavelengths —ultraviolet (UV)
extreme ultraviolet (EUV)	 and X-ray. ' The use of Earth satellites and other
spacecraft to provide "long-term" studies of the Sun, especially in these short-
p„ wavelength regions, began in the 1960 I s and has continued, resulting in vast
improvements _in instrumentation with time.	 Such satellite programs included
` that of the Naval Research Laboratory Solar Radiation (SOLRAD) satellites and
the more diverse NASA Orbiting Solar Observatories. 	 More recently, solar
physicists were afforded the opportunity to view the Sun from a highly stable
' platform in space - the Skylab space station [3] — which allowed detailed
- observations of the Sun in the visible, UV,, EUV, and X-ray regions of the
spectrum with high spatial and temporal resolution over an extended period
(May 1973 to February 1974) . 	 These observations were made with the instru-
mentation contained in the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) . K
x
The Skylab data period is, perhaps, the most comprehensive observa-
tional period dedicated to solar research, certainly since the International Quiet
° Sun Years of 1964 and 1965 (4]. 	 The Skylab period saw observatories from all
over the world teaming together to perform, specific programs of observational
interest and to provide daily monitoring of solar activity, especially for the




programs. A summary of the Skylab Ground-Based Astronomy Program has
been prepared by Duncan [51, amd a catalog of observation times of ground-based
Skylab-coordinated solar observing programs has been compiled by Coffey 61.
Since one of the major scientific objectives of the Skylab/ATM was the
study of solar flares and since a series of workshops has been organized recently
to investigate the nature of the solar flare phenomenon, in particular the role of
flare build-up and the mechanism of energy release, it would be beneficial to
have listings and/or compilations of flare activity during the Skylab data period.
In fact, several authors already have provided such documents. 	 For example,
Donnelly et al. [ 7] have prepared an atlas of EUV flashes of solar flares based on
sudden frequency deviations (SFD I s); Hirman et al. [ 81 have compiled a listing
of all reported solar flares, identifying the date, times, coordinates, and class
of the event and the region where the event occurred in terms of NOAA, McMath,
and Mt. Wilson numbers; and Speich et al. [9] have provided a listing of those
flares observed by the ATM/S-056 X-ray telescope. 	 The purpose of this report
is to supply a listing o f those flares observed by the ATM/S-0 56 X-ray event
analyzer (X-REA).	 For a description of the X-REA, see Wilson	 10
FLARE OB SERVATI ON AN D CLAS S I FI CATI ON
A
_J
Several authors have provided educational critiques on solar flares and
how they are observed and classified [2, 11-131. 	 Today, flares are classified
optically by a dual importance system based on corrected flare area and relative
intensity, as observed in H-a , and by their peal-, X-ray emission (1 to 8 A ) as
measured by SOLRAD 9 or Vela [ 141. These schemes have been described by
Speich et al. 	 91 in a previous flare listi -ng and will not be discussed here.
5
ATM/ S-056 OBSERVATIONAL SUMMARY AiA
Figure 1 shows three facets of the Skylab data period: 	 (1) the total
number of flares occurring in a day as a function of time, where blackened
a
I 
reas indicate those flares which occurred during the Skylab maimed operational
periods based on the Hirman et al. [81 listing; (2) the total number of images
obtained per, day. as a function of th ne with the ATM/S-0 56 X-ray telescope; and
the total 1 Lumber of minutes of solar operation per day as a function of time




between June 2, 1973 and February 33 , 1974 (i. e.
	 the inclusive period of all
mamied ATM operations), 147 flares occur-red during the first manned Skylab
mission or SL2, 491 during SL3, and 377 during SL4.	 Of the 147 flares during
SL2, 36 were observed by the X-REA (28 flare peaks were observe&; of the
491 flares dur^'-ng SL3, 308 were directly observed by the X-IREA (242 flare A
peaks); and of the 377 flares during SL4, 105 were observed by the X-REA (73
flare peaks).
	 Thus, 449 flares (343 flare peaks) were observed by the X-REA
during Sl,,-ylab.
one reason for the greater effectiveness of the X-REA to observe flares
during SL3 was the change in philosophy of instrument operation, as compared A
to that of SL2 and SL4.	 During SL3 the X-REA was operated 11continuously;11
i. e. , the counters were left on and the ATM/S-056 thermal shield doo r was
allowed to cycle.
	
Thus, the X-REA operated during all attended and unattended A
solar operational periods.	 In SL2 and SL4, the X-REA was allowed to operate
only during attended solar operational periods.'
Table 1 lists those flares observed by the X-REA during SL2, SL3, and
SL4 that were =-^: C i and were observed preflare, flare rise, peak, and fall.
Seventy flares are contained in the listing.
	 It is to be noted that only those
flares are included which fit the aforementioned criteria and which were
simultaneously observed by ground-based instruments, SOLRAD 9 and/or
Vela and the X-REA.	 A number of other flares will undoubtedly be added to
the list once a SOLRAD 9 X-ray class equivalent is determined, based on the
observed X-REA maximum count rate. 2
A
X-REA OBSERVATIONS: TABULAR DATA
_4
The X-REA solar observations during the Skylab data period are listed
in Tables 2, 3, and 4. Table 2 identifies those X-REA solar observational
periods in SL2, Table 3 shows those periods in SL3, and Table 4 tabularizes
the observations of SL4. All tables are similar in structure, giving the date
1. Attended operation means that the astronaut was present at the ATM Control
and Display Panel performing solar observations; unattended refers to those
times when ground commands controlled the ATM instruments.
2. The X-REA counters are known to have degraded with time, complicating
the analysis of the flares which occurred late in the mission. See Wilson 	 Al
rt10 for additional comn ents. Also, Wilson has prepared a repo ("The
Analysis of the X-Ray Event Analyzer Proportional Counter Data: A
V	
-orComment, " A NASA Technical Memorandum scheduled f publication in
1977) which describes the degradation of the counters in more detail.
3
and day of year (DOY) of the observation, the individual observational data
period in the DOY, the begin and end times of the observation, and details on
t; any flares which might have occurred during the observation. 	 These details
T were taken from Hirman et al. [8]  and include H-tx flare start, maximum, and
r- end; the solar coordinates of the event; its optical and X-ray class; and the
region number where the event occurred, by either its NOAA number, McMath
number or both.
In addition to the 1070 h of X-REA solar observations, some time was
given to the study of night-slay sources, in particular Comet Kohoutek in
December 1973 and January 1974 andto Sco X-1 on September 20, 1973. , The
total amount of night-sky observation was only several hours, thus bringing  the
total X-REA observational time to approximately 1100 h. With the possible
exception of the Sco X-1 observation, all other night-sky investigations showed f
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Figure 1. Skylab ATM/S-056 observational summary: number of solar flares
versus DOY; number of photographic images obtained with the X-ray telescope
versus DOY; R"d n.unber of minutes of solar observation recorded
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15 June 1405 1413 1455 1B/M3 131 1346-1444
15 June 2140 2145 A2155 -N/C1 127 2131-2229
16 June 1811 1815 1828 -F/C1 137 1743-1827
8 August B2339 2340 A2354 -N/C3 185 2333-0027
9 August 1551 1553 1600 -N/M1 185 1506-1600
9 August 2140 2148 2148 -F/C2 185 2118-2213
31 August 1415 1419 1430 -F/C1 209 1406-1502
31 August 1929 1931 1940 -N/C3 219 1846-1941
31 August B2202 2203 2205 -F/C1 213 2152-2247
1 September 1349 1350 1401 -F/C1 212 1324-1419
1 September- 1825 -1829 1841 -F/C2 209 1804-1859
1 September B2122 2126 2130 -N/C4 215 2111-2206,
1 September 2306 2311 2317 -F/C1 21.5 2244-2339
°2 September 0042 0045 0050 -B/C4 215 0017-0112
2 September B0157 0159 0203 -F/C2 209 0150-0245
2 September 0531 0540 A0553 ` -N/C2 215 0456-0551
2 September B0712 0712 0718 -N/C2 215 0630-0724
2 September 0823 0831 0841 -N/C2 218 -0803-0858
2 September B1126 1129 1143 -N/C1 215 1110-1204
2 September 1620 1620 1630 -N/C2 = 1550-1644
2 September 1625 1629 1643 -F/C4 215 1550-1644
3 September 0300 0302 A0311 -N/C1 211 0242-0036
3 September B1043 1044 1055 -N/C1 215 1028-1122
3 September B2124 2124 2139 -F/C1 212 2121-2216
4 September, 1123 1125 1130 -N/C3 219 1119-1213
4 September B1602 1604 1618 -N/C1 209 1558-1653
4 September 1627 1635 1652 -N/C7 212 1558-1653
5 September 0920 0924 0944 -N/C4 209 0904-0958
-	 5 September 1655 1701' 1717 -F/C1 209 1650-1744
5 September B1828 '832 A1834 -N/Ml 212 1824-1917
5 September B2327 2327 2330 -F/C2 212 2303-2357
6 September 0106` 1;115 0129 -F/C1 212 0036-0130
6 September B1046 1047 1105 -N/C4 213 0955-1049
6 September B1210 1215 1230 -N/C5 211 1129-1223
6 September B1353 1353 1400 -N/C2 203 1302-1356
6 September 1015 1624 1646 -N/C3 209 1608-1702
6 September 1634 1639 1714 -F/C2 209 1608-1702







6 September 1816 1832 1920 -B/C2 215 1742-1835
6 September B1820 1821 A1821 -F/C2 209 1742-1535
7 September 0002 0007 0018 -F/C1 215 2354-0048
7 September 0210 0213 0350_ -N/C2 209 0128-0221
7 September 1600 1605 1614 -F/C4 212 1526=1620
7 September 1916 1925 A1926 -N/C2 210 1833-1926
8 September 0237 0241 0250 -B/C2 209 0219-0312
8 September 0411 0413 0416 -N/C1 210 0352-0446
September B1216 1219 1258 1N/C3 219 1138-1232
9 September B0500 0510 0522 -N/C2 219 0443-0537
9 September 0818 0820 0833 -N/Cl 219 0750-0843
9 September B1843 184 7 1907 -F/C1 209 1842-1848
9 September B2204 2207 2210 -F/C1 ` 224 2148-2243
10 September B0131 0131 A0150 -F/C1 224 0055-0149
10 September 0223 0232- 0251 -N/Ml 224 0228-0322
10 September 1211 1214 1226 -N/C1 - 219 1147-1241
11 September B0655 0703 0736 -N/Ml 224 0626-0720
11 September 1553 1555 1559 -N/C1 219 1545-1639
12 September B2341 — 2349 -N/C1 224 2249-2344'
16 September 0435 0437 0444 -F/C1 226 0430-0526
27 November 0306 0313 0324 -B/Ml 287 0253-0348-
30 November 0227 0227 -0235 -N/C1 287 0224-0320
2 December 1505 1518 1537 1N/Ml ' 292 1500-1555
2 December B2010 A2020 -N/C'5 292 1940-2035
3>December 0204 0207 A0216 -I3/C2 292 0154-0247
16 December 1954 1956 2023 '' -F/C2 300 1920-2015
17 December 0029 0032 0057. 1B/Ml 30G 2359-0055
27 December 2011 2017 A2021 -N/Cl 300 1935-2029
13 January B1609 1630 A1634 -F/C1 320 1534-1633-
15 January B1422 1423 A1429 -N/C6 314 1415-1514
18 January 1903 1905 1908 -F/C1 323 1833-1933
22 January 1734 1746 A1758 -N/C3 331 1729-1747
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Begin End Begin Maximum ."End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath




4 2248' 2323 B2310 2310 A2315 N17W86 -N co 117 12364
3 June 1 0021' 0117












5 June 1 0032' 0116

















Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
4 1604 1659
5 2051 2129'
6' 2222 ' 2308




7 June 1 0041 0143
(158)
8 June 1 0142 0229
(159)'
2 1532 1628




4 2114 2159 2146 2150 A2155 N17E43' F Co 131 12379
10 June 1 0012 0106
(161)
2 0143 0239
3 ' 1543 1638
4 1715 1811


























Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
6 2021 2059 '2057 2101 2112 N15E31
-N CO 131 12379
7 2223: 2241






12 June 1 0019 0116(163) 2 0152 0231 0202 0202 0226 N13W43 -F Co 127 12375
3 1418 1515
4 1551 1648 1629 1632 1646 N17E07
-F CO 131 12379
5 1725 1824
1916 1918 A1931 N14W52 -F 127 12375
6 1858 1955 B1948 1948 A1948 N11E63 -N 137 12387
7 2031 2128
B2211 2212 2239 N11E60 -F Co 137 12387
8 2204 2301 B2224 2230 2240 N14ES1 -F Co 137 12387
B2227 2227 2233 N14W51 -N 127 12375
13 June 1 0110 0154
(164)
I 1501 1505 1513 N12W65 -F Co 127 12375
2 1509 1607
1
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Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
1714 1721 1133 N14W67 -F Co 127 12375
3 1657 1741 1717 1720 1733 N15E53 -N C0 137 12387
1723 1726 1734 N17W05 -F C0 131 12379
4 _1830 1914 1757 1806 1841 N12E50 -N C4 137 12387
5 1949 2047 1932 1936 A2013 N17W63 -F C0 127 12375
6 2122 2220
7 2256 2353




4 1907 2007 1916 1917 1923 N16W77 -F Co 127 12375
2028" 2041 113 N14W81 -F Co 127 12375
5 2041 "2139 2043 2046 2116 N11W87 IN Co 127 12375
2049 2051 2056 N12E35 -F Co 137 12387
6 2214 2312 B2213 2216 2222' N16W78 -N Co 127 12375
7/1 2347
15 June 7/1 0024
(166);
2 1039 1137
3 1220 1311 1247 1247 1302 S12W13 -F 135 12382
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2140 2145 A2155 N18W90 -N C1 127 12375
9 2131 2229 2200 2205 2232 S15W15 -B Co 135 12382
16 June 1 1009 1056
(167)
2 1743 1827 1811 1815 1828 N14E13
-F C1 137 12387
2019 2024 2108' N13E11 -N CO 141 12387
3 2052 2150 2122 2128 2152' N13E11
-I 141 12387
17 June 1 0915 1012




5 1701 1752 B1722 1722 1728 S1OE88 -F CO 147 12397
6 2011 2107




4	 - 1527 1546
5 1619 1719
6 2059 2159 2107 2110 2121 S05E88 -F 149 12398
	 :..:..	 _	 _	 ......	 ..: '-	
,^	
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NO TABLE 2. (Concluded)










Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath'
7 August 1 1355 1417
1973(219) 2 1456 1550
3 1629 1723 B1700 1701 A1702 N06W28 -F CO 185 12474
1719 1720 1?24 N04W27
-N 185 12474
4 1803 1856
1814 1816 1823 N06W24
-N CO 185 12474
1837 1847 1853 N06W24
-N 185 12474
5 1957 2030 B1958 2002 A2015 N07W24 -F CO 185 124742021 2023 2026 N06W24 -F CO 185 12474
6 2109 2200 B2136 2137 2143 S08E45
-F CO 186 12476
8 August 1" 0015 0109 B0033 0034 A0039 N05W39 -F 185 12474
( 220) 2 0229 0241
3 1411. 1508 1458 1501 A1505 S10W22 -F CO 183 12472
4 < 1724 1809 1706 ' 1709 1724 N06W36 -N C0 185 12474
5 1854 11948 B1912 1914 1922 N08W38
-N- C0 185 12474
6 ' 2027 2121
7/1 2333 B2255 2300 2340 S08W20 -F C0 183 12472
B2339 2340 A2354 N05W39 -N- C3 185 12474
9 August 7/1 0027
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Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X =Ray NOAA McMath
1509 1537 1601 N14W81 -N, 184 124714 1506 1600 1551 1553 1600 N08W49 -N Ml 185 12474
5 1638 1733 1718 1719 1725 N14W85 -N 184 12471'
6 1812 1906
7 1945 2040
8 2118 2213 2140 2148 A2153 N08W52 -F C2 185 12474
10 August 1 1327 1345
(222) 2 1429 1518
3 2210 2305
4/1 2343
11 August 4/1 0038
(223) 2 0116 0211
3	 '' 0249 0344
4 0422 0518
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Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X'-Ray . NOAA McMath
13 August 15/1 00,49













15 2004 2101 1950 1953 2009 N13W90 -F Co 185 12474
16 2137 2234 2131 2146 2155 S09W90 IN Cl 183 12472
17/1 2310


















Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
15 2116 2216
l6 2249 2348
19 August 1 0023 0125























Obs ervation Events Solar
Co-Ord
Class Region No.









10 1342, 1442 1408 1411 1420 N12E27 -F 193 12488
11 1515 1620
12 1649 1748




21 August 16/1 0002
















7' 0822 0924 0831 0839 0857 N13E30 -F 193 12488
8 0955 1058
9 1128 1229






16 2222 2327 B2325 2327 2332 N14W58 -N Co 196 12482
17/1 2356
22 August 17/1 0056
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Class It egion No.
Begin End Begin Maximum End optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
3 0238 0338
4 0411 0511
B0557 0605 0617 N10W60 -F 124995 0544 0645 0634 0643 0725 N13W27 -F 193 12488











26 August 1 0024 0122
(2318) 2 0158 0258
3 0331 0430















10 1424 1522 1445 1448 1459 N32E35 -F cc 12500
11 1558 1655





,27 August 16/1 0042
(239






















Begin End Begin Maximum End optical X -R ay NOAA McMath
9 1038 1136 1040 1049 1111 NO3E20 -F CO 208 12503
B1219 1219 Al239 NO3E25 -F 208 1250310 1210 1309 B1219 1237 Al239 NO2E24 -F 208 12503
11 1344 1441





28 August 16/1 0001
(240) 2 0037 0135
3 0211 0308























29 August 17/1 0053
(241),. 2 0130 0226
3 0303 0400
4r 0436 0533
5~ 0609 0706 B0540 0611 0703 NO3W03 -F 208 12503
6, 0742 0839
0916 1012 0947 0950 0958 N13W85 -F CO 193 1'2488




12 1702 1759 1650 1652 1704 S14E75 -F CO 209 125071723' 1728 1759 S14E74 -F 209 12507











Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
14 1914 1932
15 2008 2105
16 2142 2238 B2230 A2230 2237 NO2W08 -N 208 12503
17/1 2315
30 August 17/1 0011
(242)
2' 0049 0144




7 0834 0931 0857, 0902 A0915 N04W18 -F 208 12503
1024' 1025 1032 S09E56 -F 209 125078 1008 1104 1100 1103 1123 N04W18 -F 208 12503





B1934 1938 1955 S11E55 -N 209 12507
14 1927 2023 B1952 1955 2013 NO2W06 -F' Co 213 12511
2023 2024 A2027 N15E83 -N CO 212 12510
;











Begin End' Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
14 1713 1808 1731 1735 1754 N05W17 -F Co 213 12511
15' 1846 1941 1929 1931 1940 N14'E79
-N C3 212 12510
16 2019 2114
17 2152 2247 B2202 2203 2205 N04W19 -F C1	 - 213 12511
18 2325 B2357 0006 N04W21
-F CO 213 12511
% 1 September 18/,1 0021 (See above)
(244)
2 0059 0154 B0125 0127 A0127 N04W21 -N 213 12511




' 0537 0538 0550 N04W25 -F CO 213 12511
0549 0552 0558 N16E73 -N 212 12510
G 0538 0633 B0551 0602 0645 S17E69 1F 215 12512
B0551 0555 0753 N05W26 -N 213 12511
0604 0606 0615 N14E75 -F 212 12510
B0728 0750 N05W26
-F CO 213 12511
7 0712 0807 0749 0751 0807' N14E66
-F Co 212 12510
B0750 0828 N16W71 -N CO 12491
8 0845 0940 0840 ° 0844 0901 N14W02 -F Co 207 12504
9' 1019 1113 1048 1050 1100 N15WO3
-N Co 207 12504
10 1151 1246






















Maximum Epd Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
11 1324 1419 1349 1350 1401 N13E63 -F C1 212 12510
12 1635 1726
13 1804 1859 1825 1829 1841 S17E27 -F C2 209 12507
14 1937 2031 2009 2030 A2140 N25W45 _F Co
15 2111 2206 B2122 2126 2130 S17 E65 -N C4 215 12512
2257 2308 2332 S16E58 -N 215 12512
16 2244 2339 2303
1
2306 2310 N06W33 -F Co 213 12511
2306 2311 2317 S17E62 -F C1 215 12512
2 September 0006 0011 0025 S16E58
-N 215 125121 0017 0112
0042 0045 0050 S16E59 -B C4 215 12512
BO 157 0159 0203 S17E24 -F C2 209 125072 0150 0245
B0223 0231 0247 918E57 -F C0 215 12512
B0359 0424 A0505 S18E56 1N Co 215 125123 0324 0418
B0400 0434 0621 S18E55 1B 215 12512
0531 0540 A0553 S18E56 -N C2 215 12512
0534 0540 0600 S09W01
-N 218 125164 0456 0551 0540 0540 0545 S18E56 -N 215 12512
0550 0555 0616 N22E15 1F 210 12508
0614 0618 A0633 S18E55 1N C5 215 12512
5 0630 0724 B0624
IB0712
0624 0634 S18E56 -N C3 215 12512











Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
B0750 0753 A0822 N24E15 -F 210 12508
0751 0804 A0822 N05W39 -F 213 12511
6 0803 0858, 0753 0757 0816 S09EO1 -N 218 12516
0813 0815 0821 S17E56 -N CO 215 12512
0823 0831 0841 S09EOO --N C2 218 12516
0945 0949 1001 S18E57 -N CO 215 12512
7 0936 1031 B1024 1029 1057 S18E55 -N 215 12512
1030 1033 1101 S13E85 -N 219 12c313
8 1110 1204 B1126 1129 1143 S18E54
-N Cl 215 12512
9 1243 1338 B1233 1235' 1244 S18E54
-N CO 215 12512
1603 1603 1610 S18E49 -F 215 12512




1629 <' 1643 S16E49 -F C4 I+	 215 12512
11 1722 1746




3 September 15/1 0030 0028 0034' 0056 S17E44 -N C2 215 12512
(246) 2' 0109 0203 B0202 0210 - 0241 S18E43 -N 215 12512
3 - 0242 0336 0300 0302 A0311 S12W43 -N C1 211 12509
>Y
't
V+ 3^enY-#i_u?L,s#^.st,teitn„i.+2^ +...;tfun'hY. Kvrl^*;i.:i3.^.u.:g:§a44G?J









Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
4 0415 0509
0545 0546 0548 S17E41 -N 215 125125 0548 0639
0612 0614' A0617 S18E06 -F CO _209 12507
6' 0121 0744 0717 0717 0721 N05W51 -F 213 12511
B0825 0825 0910 N07W53 -N 213 12511
7 0855 0949 B0825 0835 0905 N23W01 -F 210 12508
0904 0906 0908 S17E39' -F 215 12512
1012 1022 1034 N05W56 -F 213 125118- 1028 1122
B1043 1044 1055 S17E39
-N C1 215 12512
9 1201 1252
10 1334 1428
B1608 1632' ' 1644 N23WO4 -F 210 1250811- 1640 1735
B1719 1719 1729 N12E29 -F CO 212 12510'
12 1814 1908'
13' 1947 2041 B2018 2018 A2030 S13E62 —N_ CO 219 12513
14 2121 2216 B2124 2124 A2139. N13E28 —F C1 212 12510
15' 2255 2348 2335 2337 A0020 N19E35 -N CO 212 12510
0022 0024 0033 N22WO9 -F CO 210 12508
4 September 0022 0028 0032 N15E26 -N CO 212 12510
(247) 1 0027 0121 0036 0043 A0048 S17E32 -N CO 215 12512
BOO 52 0054 A0056 N13E26 -N CO 212" 12510

















Begin End Begin Matimum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath.
3 0333 0427
1123 1125 1130 S10E57 -N C3 219 125134 1119 1213
1129 1135 1148 S13E55 -N 219 12513
5 1253 1347 1328 1332 1338 N14W43 -F 207 12504
1545 1549 1608 S12W11 -N C1 209 12507
B1602 1604 A1618 S06W07 N C1 209 125076 1558 1653
B1621 1623 1645 N13W53 -F C0 206
1627 1635 1652 N14E16 -N C7 212 12510
7 1732 1755
8 1905 1959 B1942 1947 A2110 N18E24 -F C0 212 12510
9 2039 2133 (See above)
10 2212 2306
11/1 2354
5 September 11/1 0039 B0020 0047 S17W18 -N CO 209 12507
(248) 0215 0220 S16W16 -F Co 209 12507
2 0118 0233
0231 0240 S17W18 -F Co 209 12507
3 0251 0346 0337 0340 0400 N18E19 -B CO 212 12510
B0436 0440 0451; S18W20 -F co 209 12507
4 0425 0519
0448 0450' 0456 N11E11 -N Co 212 12510
0635 0640' 0650 S18W21 -N 209 12507
5 0558 0652 0636 0642 0659 N18E18 -N' CO 212 12510








Clas s Region No.
Begin End Begin 1VIaxinium End Optical X-Ray NOAA McTiath
6 0731 0825 (See above
0912 0914 0944 N14E13 -F - 212 12510
7 0904 0958 0920 0921 0940 N11E08 -N 212 12510
t 0920 0924 0944 S17W19 -N C4 209 12507
8 1037 1131 1113 1117 1126 S18W22 -N CO 209 12507
9 1211' 1305 B1255 1316 A1330 S16W21 -N CO` 209 125071305 1319 1334' S17W21 -F 209 12507
10 1344 1438 1438 1443 1508 N14E10 -F CO 212 12510
11 1517 - 1611' 1528 1528 1531 N11E06- -F 212 12510
12 1650- 1744' 1655 1701 1717 S17W23 -F C1 209 12507
13 1824 1917 B1828 1832 A1834 N11E04 -N Ml 212 12510
14 1957 2050 B1952 2010 A2040 S2SW24 -N CS 209 125072003 2021 2054 SlSW25 -N 209 12507
15 2130 2223
16 2303 2357 B2327 2327 2330 N19E09 -I+ C2 212 12510B2357 0000 0009 N15WSO -N C1 216 12501
6 September 1 0036 0130 0106 0115 0129 ' N12W01 F C1 212 12510
(249) 2 0209 0303 B0152 0155 0213 N14W03 _N' C1 212 12510
3 0342 r 0437 0338 0342 A0350 S15W29 -N C1 209 12507
4 0516 0610 " 0538 0543 N13W04 -F co 212 12510
5 0649 0743








^.^.=•^. srL ir..n6:=i.^'14, .1.7.5^"^ iret 5a <..	 ^." .yy.	 :	 ^. ">
	 ^.	 ..._^	 v..vw uTide4 ti.!'1.^£^fi13if7Pn9v1k^nl.}ti$`'ttk5>ti^b!^x.${anu-.kd itlii!tii:kn$}.M.E}A°.kl4^.x..isx..SA:!^4','+K..!t}iHYaY.ver.e.hY.a.t•










Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
6 0822 0915
0831 0841 0910 N10E03 -F 212 12510
0915 0922 1010 N06W90 IB X1 213 12511
(see above)
7 0955 1049 B1020 1020 1032 N06W90
-B CO 213 12511
B1046 1047` 1105 N05W90 -N C4 213 12511
8 1129 1223
1206 1220 1305 S17W35
-N 209 12507
B1210 1215 1230 S13W90 -N C5 211 12509
(See above)
9 ' 1302 1356 B1250 1255 A1400 S18W33 -F C4 209 12507
1302 1308 1315 S15E25 -F CO 219 12513
B1353 1353 1400 N04W90
-N C2 203 12501
10 1435 1529
1616 1624 1646 S17W37 -N C3 209- 12507
11 1608 1702 1634 1639 1714' S14W36
-F C2 209 12507
B1639 1644 A1648 S16E23 -F CO 219 12513
12 1742 1835 1816 1832 1920 S19WO8 -B C2 215 12512B1820 1821 A1821 S17E09 -F C2 209 12507
13 1914 2008
14, 2048 2114 2038 2049 2104 917E19 -F C1 219 12513
2102 2104 2112 S16E20
-F 219 12513
15 2221 2315 B2216 2216 2223 N08W90 -N Co 213 12511B2308 2313 2328 N21W46`











Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
7 September 16/1 0048 0002 0007 0018 S18W09 -F C1 215 12512
(250) 2 0128 0221 0210 0213 0350 S19W43 -N C2 2CO 12507
3 0301 0355 (See above)
4- 0434 0528 0427 0434 0453 N24W49 -N C1 210 125080455 0505 , 0555 S20W43
-B 209 12507
5 0607 0701 0643 0648 0700 N10W90 -N 12501
6 0740 0834
7 0914 1007
1135 1145 1336 S18W46 -N 209 125078 1047 1141 1141- 1212 1342 S18W46 2B Xi 209 12507
(See above)9 1220 1314 B1206 1225 1335 S16W47 3B 209 12507
10 1353 1447 B1412 1440 N15W17 -F 00 212 12510
B1523 1527 A1531 S11E10 -F CO 219 12513
11 1526 1620 B1555 1559 A1559 S11E07 -N 219 125131600 1605 1614 _N18W17 -F C4 - 212 12510
B1605 1608 A1626' S12E10 -F Co 219 12513
12 1700 1753 B1714 1719 1739 S16E07 -F Co 219 12513












Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
13 1751 1845 B1818 1818 1831 N25W73 -F CO 210 125081830 1831 1840 N17W37 -F CO 212 12510
14 1924 2018 B1944 1946 1952 S11W07 -F CO 219 12513
15 2057 2151
2230 2234 2245 911W10 -N 219 1251316 2231 2324
2324 - 2327 2345 S11W11 -F 219 12513
9 September 1 0004 0057
(252) 2 0137 0231' 0141 0145 A0153 SIOW11 -F	 - CO 219 12513
3 0310 0404
B0451 0452 A0454 S18W38 -F Co 215 125124 0443 0537
B0500 0510 0522 S11W15 -N C2 219 12513
5 0617 0710 0635 0637 0649 S17W72 -N CO 209 12507
6 0750 0843 0818 0820 0833 S10W17 -N C1 219 12513
7 0923 1017
8 1056 1149' 1126 1127 1134 S09W31 -N CO 224 12520
9 1229 1323 1212 1220 1303 S11W04 -N 219 12513
10 1402 1456 1451 1456 1523 S12W29
-N Co 224 12520
B1526 1532 1542 S09W36
-B CO 224 1252011 1535 1630', 1558 1600 1611 N23W85 -N Co 210 12508
12 1709 1803
Y'	 t.;s^i-	 ..?.inz	 -SH:YS"..+"+N"h W
	




















Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
1826 1831 1842 N16W37 -F 212 12510
13 1842 1848 1831 1835 A1907 S10W36 -F 224 12520
B1843 1847 1907 S19W80
-F CI 209 12507
14 2017 2109 B2053 2055 2111 S19W83 -F co 209 12507
2103 2107 2121 S09W40
-F co 224 12520
2143 2150 S10W37
-B 224 12520
15 2148 2243 B2204
^B2215
2207 2210 S11W38 -F Cl 225 12520
2215 A2225 N21W88 -F co 210 12508
10 Septembe-r B0131 0131 A0150 S11W40 -F Cl 224 12520
(253) 1 0055 0149 BO 131 0142 A0159 S19W42 -F co 215 12512
0223 0232 0251 S11W41 -N M1 224 12521
0227 0233 A0255 S17W45 -N
l
215 12512
2 0228 0322 0234 0244 A0323 S18W44 -F 215 12512
0256 0300 A0323 S10W41 -N 224 12520




6 0841 0935 0933 0937 1059 N22W90 -F 210 12508
7 1014 1108
1149 Al216 S10W46 -F C3 224 12520
^
1140
1145 1147 1212 S12W43 -N 224 12 52 0  8 1147 1241




















Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA ` 'McMath
9 1320 1414
B1450 1450 1500 SlOW48 -,F CO 224 12520
10 1453 1548 1516 1519 1523 SlOW32 -F 219 12513
11 1627 1721 B1610 A1629 S18W90 -N 209 12507
12 1800 1807 1807 1810 1817 SlOW33 -F 219 12513
13 2106 2200
14 2239 2334 .
1 September 1 0013 0107
(254); 2 0147 0240
3 0319 0413'
4 0452 "0547
5 0626 ' 0720 B0655 0703 0736 S11W55 -N Ml 224 12520
0753 0800 S13W41 -F 219 125136 0800 0853
0756 0803 0826 S11W41 -N 219 12513
7' 0932 1026
8 1105 1200 B1126 1126 A1133" S12W42, -F 219 12513
9 1239 1258 B1245 1247 1258 S12W39 -F CO 219 12513
1445 1451 1532 SlOW46 -F 219 12513
10 1424 1506 1449- 1452 1504 S11W56 -F 224 12520
11 1545 1639 1553 1555 1559 S12W45 " -N C1 219 12513
i
a"rT. ,w	 ,ae.	 K1	 =55'°SF.-k	 .s.i::'.ryxrc.. ?.,'.FCSi55rM r'4?+F'^ ^"^.to_N^ixTM+" .. ^:. ..>r r »	 ,-n;...	 y^	 s.t	 e	 . 	
'y9









TABLE 3. ( Continued)
	
f















1.2 September 16/1 0025
255) 2 0104 0158
3 0238 0332
4 0411 0505 0420 0424 0433 S12W64 -F Co 224 12520
5 0544 0638
6 0717 0811 B0645 0655 A0722 S12` 770 =F 224 12520
7 0950 0944
8 1024 - 1118 1049 1052 A1105 S12W60 -F Co 219 12513
9 1157 1216 131130 1145 Al200 S11W57 -F 219 12513
10' 1330 1424
11 1503 1556
12 1812 1904 B1819 A1822 S10W78 -F co 224 12520
13 1942 1950
14 2117 2211









Begin End Begin Mwdmum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
13 Septembei 1 0022 0117
(256) 2 0155 0250
3 0328 0423
4 0502 0557











4 September 15/1 0036
257) 2 0113 0209















Class	 - Region No.







14 2217 2313 2243 2245 A2253 S08E54 -N Co 226 12522
15/1 2350,
16 Septembe 15/1 0047
(259) 2 0123 0220
3 0257 0351
4 0430 0526 0435 0437 0444 S13E51 -F C1 226 12522
5 0603 0659
6 0736 0833 0717 0723 0736 N16E65 -N 227 12525
7 0909 1006'
8 1042 1139

















17 Septembe 15/1 0006

























Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
18 September. 1 0000 0007
(261) 2 0039 0053
3 0134 0231
4 0310 0405
5 0441 0538 ' B0438 0438` 0443 N22E86 -N 12533
0638 0640 0714 S10E20 -F 226 12522









15' 2012 2110 B1956 1956 2012 N14E35 -r 227 12525
16 2146 2244
17/1 2319
19 September 17/1 0017
(262) 2 0052 0151
V
4A—^,.•.-^-'.	













Begin End Begin Maydmum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
3 0226 0324
4 0359 0457 B0423 0423 0430 N17E24 -F 227 12525





10 1012 1110 1046 1052 A1057 N12E90 -N 234 12532








20 Septembe:t 1 0012 0110
(263) 2 0145 0243
3 0318 0416
ti









Begin End Begin Maximum End optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
4 0451 0550
5 0625 0723










21 September 1 0030














Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
8 1024 1122- 1035 1040 1102 N12E68 -F 236 12535
9-' 1157 1256
10 1535' 1602
11' 1637 1735	 .
12 1810 1908
13 1943 2042 B2017 2017 A2055' N13E68 1N C0 236 12535
14 2116 2216 B2132 2147 A2152 N15W18 -F 227 12525
15 2250 2349
22 September 1 0023 0122
(265) 2 0157 0256
3 0330' 0429 0353 0357 0408 S16W17 -F 228 12523
4 0503 0602

















Begin' End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
26 November 1 1929 2006- 1954 1956 A1956 SHE 10 -F CO, 287 12628
1973 ,(330) 2 2213 '2248
27 November 1 0012 0044
(331) BO 104 0124 N07W20 -F C0 291 12636
2 0120 0219 0124 0127 0138 S09E05 -N 287 12628
B0145 0147 0152 N05W19 -N CO 291 12636
3 0253 0348 0306 0313 0324 S07E03 -B Ml 287 12628
4 0452 ' 0459 0416 0419 0539 S13W80 -B 290 12626
5 1346 1440
6 1652 1749
7 1826 1918 1813 1823 1851 N06W28 -F C1 291 12636
8 1959 2057
9 - 2133 2230
2309 2318 S09E07 -F 287 12628
10/1 2306 )B2330 2333 2348 S09E07 -N 287 12628








,^.^	 „^.	 xYi1t^ f^m1.4`f3$fr 2-:eEYd.+SN^>d.ue_.^a 1*t3IW}^ss.y v13L1 i W frzx^	 c N^4+kSY ffi.1"xsli
















Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
4 1840 1902 1827 1831 A1900 S12W69 -F C2 292 12628
5 1940 2035 B2010 A2020 S14VT67 -N C5 292 126282029 2034 2041 S15W65 -F 292 12628
6 2113 2208 B2115 2115 2125 S15VV69 -]V 292	 - 12628
B2158 2155 2204 SlSW68
-1\1 292 12628
3 December 0204 0207 A0216 S15V771 -B C2 292 12628
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Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
7 ` 2001 2055
8 2133 2227
9_' 2306 0000
7 December 1 0040 0134
(341) 2 1207 1227
3 1305 1327
4-. 1515 1533





8 December 1 0136 0226



















Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
8 2143 2238
9/1 2316
9 December 9/1 0003







10 December 1 0145 0236
(344) 2 1540 11634
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2 December 1 0019 0114








13 December 9/1 0032
(347); 2 0250 0326
3 1349 1432
4 1529 1605'
^.^__.. .e...v.l6iY.o.+4Yx... Ya^:K, S.a.e.e&r . ^xGF.i.:Fi:..nx'n.iF.Nr.a2f^ 3.v	 ^„[nt	 .....aasa..W...atn4k {,.d xu3d^tm5u Ftrao	 ^. e.a S.e 	w...^i^u£:n1-	 de-^ke.^ s_	 ^ a^	 .	 <,.. , s.a	 ,Rani` ...vwix,v	 .n..n i56A:.... ^. ,uaa.sa	 .v^.sxnNaY tY. ^Y F2F^ ^ .m<v	 xi+.,.rtaa.i..^svF.kv^3f^'..':^."^.^5£i13cSdSt:^u,udYr.S1faw ati.R. ^N'^ __^



















14 December 1 0048 0125'
(348) 2 0202 0258





B2130 2137 2147 S05E90 -F
8 2042 2137 2135 2139 2145 N04E89 -F 299 12662
9 2215 2229
15 December 1 0027 0028
(349) 2 0121 0217
3 1351 1443
4 1521 1616 1511 1513 1528, N01W28 -F 296 12651










Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
5 1654 1750
6 1827 1923'' B1829 1832 1844 NOOW31 -F 296 12651
7 2001' 2056 2013 2017 2026 NO2E77 -F 299 12662
8 2134 2229
9/1 2307
16 December 9/1 0002`-
(350) 2 0041 0136
3 0214 0309
4 1307 1402 1316 1317 1338 S17E80 -N CO 300 12664
5 1532 1535
6 1613 1707 1617 1617 1622 S18E85 -F 300 12664
1954 1956 2023 S17E74 -F C2 300 126647' 1920 2015
1954 2008 2023 S17E74 -N 300 12664
8 2053 2145
9 2240 2322
10/1 2359 2354 2358 0010 S17E77 -N C2 300 12664
17 December 10/1 (See above)(351) 0055 0029 0032 0057 S17E77 1B Ml 300 12664
2 0133 0228






,k,4• µ•:TM	 „z	 sr.xx	 ^a.	 f'fi+, nasr: ,	 ^i, .-,c'::s?r	 -^ .,n	 _	 r	 v	 +	 ,,.
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Begin End Begin Maximum
-

























1720 B1659 1700 1714 S17E49 -F Co 300 12664
5 1758 1851 1801 1806 1811 S17E48






















B2331 2333 2339 S16E45 300 12664
(353)
2 0145 0240 0124 0132 0146 S16E45








































20 December 10/1 0026
(354) 2 L0104 0159
3 1330 1425 1321 1326 1340 S17E26 -F C2 300 12664
4 1503 1558
5 1636 1732
6 1810 1905 -
7 1943 2038 B1947 1947 A1954 S19EI8 -N 300 12664
8, 2249 2345 2248 2254 2307 S18E15 -N Co 300 12664




4 1902 1957 B1938 1939 1952 S18E08 -F Co 300 12664
5 2035 2130
2213 2213 2232 S18E03 -F Co 300 126646 2209 2304
B2248 2302 2312 S18E03 -F Co 300 12664
7/1 2357
..	 a





































8 1935 2029 2011 2017 A2021 S13W78 -N Cl 300 12664
9 2109 2203
10 2242 2336 2247 2252 2258 S15V'83 -N CO 300 12664
28 December 1 ` 0015 _ .0109





29 December 1 1333 1427
(363)
30 December 1 1307 1346'
(364)
2 2037 2132
31 December 1 0117 0212
(365)
2 1343 1435












^Etb aa: a}+iM.sr" rS`,.^.i3itre-ai3'r^.€^.uNiagziii.>1-_.ea .
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Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical ' X-Ray NOAA McMath
1 January





2 January 1 0127 0222
(002) 2 1526 1621 1612 1614 1625 S15W03 -ITT CO 312' 12684
3 1659 1738
4 2141' 2151
3 January 1 0045 0140





7 1924 2019' B1939 A1946 S12E87 -F co 12699
4 January 1 1229 1325,
(004) 2 1402 1458
3 1536 1631 1531 1534 1539 N16E01 -F CO 12696
.r,^.._









Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
4 17Q^ 1804
5 2156 2244
5 January 1 0111 0150
(005) 2 1203 1244
3 1321 1417
4 1627 1723




6 January 1 0013 0107





7 2158 2255 2230 - 2231 2235 S14W57 -N CO 312 12684
7 January 1 0247 0335
(007) 2 1213 1243
w
SrSv^-_,	 .^^.c..3:^.,,.r,xk.?;..zf_._atv..^gr.«. z...,f _ ...^KSd a...-sh..ev.;s	 .ea^1_-.as.^...,..^.,^ 	 ^_etzF V:J_^r•_-aF^	 .
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..KY.umu	 ke x^. li,..^^{.x^v s^t^k..-t..n 4'.^1Y^e: feu ^	 ..	 ,`a,	
















8 January 1 0027 012.0 0101 A0114 S22E54 -F CO 314 12690








9 January 9/1, 0016
(009) 2 0121 0212
3 1208 1305

















10 January 1 0047 0130
(010) 2 1431 1530 B1455' 1455 A1457 N12E08 -N 318 12700
3, 1604 1643
4 1740 1836




11 January 8/1; 0009















Begin End Begin Maxim m End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath.
12 January 8/1 0009
(012) 2 0042 0123
3 1134 1238
4 1308 1408
5 1441 1541 -
G 1615 1631:
7 1834 1848, 1838 1838 1841 SlSE77 -N 320 12703
8 1921 2022
9 2055' 2139' 2055 2056 2100 S17E78 -N 320 12703
10 2238 2328
13 January 1 0001 0045
(013)
2 1401 1501






^1--;_ ^. -....:r	 .sr?b t.; §veS Zu`.w ^u„<.^z ..<t^a4as., .,..L.,-
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Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
14 January 8/1 0026
(014) 2 0054 0154








15 January 1 0015 0103
(015) 2	 - 1241 1341 1340 1347 1355 N10W11 -F CO 323 12700

























Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
16 January 8/1 0040
(016) 2 0108 0208




7 1950 2050 1946 1948 1956 S20E21 -F Co 320 12703
8 2124 2236
9 2250 2356
17 January 1 0030 0130

















Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
18 January 10/1': 0053
(018) 2 0126 0207 0206 0223 0239 N04W65 IN 323 12700
3 1401 1453
4 1526 1626 1524 1527 1530 S14W55 -F 316
5 1700 1800
B1851 1903 A1903 S17E12 -F Co 321 12706
6 1833 1933 1903 1905 1908 N07W78 -F C1 323 12700
7 2006 2020 B1950 1952 A2058 S15E11' -N 321
8 2145 2242







7 1648 1720 ' 1647"' 1647 1657 S18W19 -N Co 320 12703













Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
20 January 1 0009 0115 0004 0007 0014 NOMV23 -B 331 12708
(020) 2 0156 0219
3 1131 1159




8 1847 1849 1836 1838 1849 S16W07 -N Co 3211 12706
9 1935 1947
10 2021 2121
11 2154 2255 2254 2300 2316 N07W37 -N Co 331 12708
12/1 2329
21 January 12/1 0029















Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
8 1941 1946
9 2117 2215
10 2248 2309 B2244 2320 A2336 N06W51 - -N C7 331 12708
11 2313 2348 (See above)
22 January 1 0022 0125
(022) 1100 1106 1116 N07W57 -F C1 331 127082 1115 1214 1154 1201 1214 N06W59 -N 331 12708
3 1248 1347 1332 1338 1353 N04W60 -B 331 12708
B1450 1452 A1458 N26W40 4T CO 332 12710
4 ° ` 1422 1521 B1450 1453 1505 N07W60 -F CO 331 12708
B1450 1453 1457 S16W50 -N CO 333 12703
5 1555 1654 1534 1536 1713' N06W56 1N 331 12708
6 1729 1747 1734 1746 A1758 N07W62 -N C3 331 12708
7 1957 2001
8 2035 2134 B2117 2118 2125 N04V760 -N 02 331 12708
9 2208 2307 B2228 2230 2246 S16W50 -F CO 333 12703
23 January 1 1215 1303
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Begin End Begin Maxi-mum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
5 1822 1920
6 1955 2054 2044 2053 2102 N17W55 -F 332 12710
7 2128 2226
8/1 2302
24 January 8/1 0001
(024) 2 0035 0133






25 January 8/1 0052
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Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McMath
26 January 1 1320 1410
(026) 2 1446 1543





27 January 1 0006 0102





28 January 6/1 0013
















Begin End Begin Maximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McAlath
8 2110 2205
9 2243 2338
29 January' 1 0016 0111






30 January 1 1205 1256-
(030) 2 1334 1429
3 2002 2042
4 2120 2215 2120 2122 2128 S01W20 -F 339 12724
5 2253 2336
31 January 1 0036 0721
(031) 2 1905 1959
1 Februar7,r :L 1409 1439
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Begin End Begin 11,Iaximum End Optical X-Ray NOAA McAlaffi
2 February 1 1742 1537




3 February 5/1 0050
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